British Columbia Books & Looseleaf Products
Books

McCarthy Tétrault
Get the most accurate and current information on British Columbia securities legislation. This new edition has been prepared in consultation with the British Columbia Securities Commission and the Vancouver office of McCarthy Tétrault LLP.


Andrew McLeod & Ian MacIntosh
A leading reference tool on the British Columbia Business Corporations Act, this portable guide includes unique features prepared by leading Canadian corporate law practitioners.

$104 | September 2019 | Annual | ISBN: 9780433502142

British Columbia Courtroom Procedure, 2nd Edition
Keith Bracken & Monique W. Dull
This book contains expert interpretation and commentary on the most current developments in the law. Procedural aspects of all aspects of a criminal and civil trial – from the pre-trial stage to verdict and sentencing – are covered.

$255 | November 2018 | ISBN: 9780433491040

Richard E. Bereti & Una Radoja
This unique publication explains the legal principles that govern contaminated sites management in British Columbia, and includes an overview of the British Columbia Environmental Management Act, the Contaminated Sites Regulation and key compliance and practice issues.

$125 | May 2016 | ISBN: 9780433488460

NEW British Columbia Estate Litigation
Mark Weintraub
This comprehensive text deals with the major areas of estate litigation in British Columbia, including challenges to the validity of a will or trust; wills variation claims; claims against an estate; plus much more.


Carol Huddart & Trudi L. Brown


LexisNexis.ca/Store
British Columbia Litigator’s Pocket Guide to Evidence
James C. Morton
This evidence law guide provides instant solutions to common and unfamiliar evidentiary problems that can arise in civil, criminal, family or administrative proceedings. Difficult concepts are simplified, and the common law and provincial and federal evidence acts are taken to their essentials.

$125 | January 2010 | ISBN: 9780433464976

Procedural Strategies for Litigators in British Columbia
Daniel R. Bennett & James H. Goulden
This title explains practical ways to reduce the costs of litigation while adhering to the province’s civil procedure rules. The authors demonstrate how to use these rules along with established court procedures to strengthen your client’s position in a civil lawsuit.

$145 | July 2010 | ISBN: 9780433458470

British Columbia Litigator’s Pocket Reference, 2015 Edition
Dirk Laudan, Ira Nishisato & Leon Beukman
This title provides a sequential guide through a civil law proceeding, identifying and summarizing the steps to be taken and the issues to be considered at each stage, supplementing the formal requirements of the rules of civil litigation process and procedures with practical suggestions.

$96 | September 2014 | ISBN: 9780433478591

WAYS TO ORDER

Online: lexisnexis.ca/store
Email: orders@lexisnexis.ca
Contact: An Account Executive
Phone: 1-800-387-0899
Fax: 1-800-461-3275
## Looseleaves & Newsletters

### Annotated British Columbia Labour Relations Code

This subscription provides a section-by-section annotation of the Code complete with expert commentary. The regulations enacted under the Code are also provided.

- **Price:** $2,810  |  Updates Billed As Issued  |  ISBN: 9780409915396

### British Columbia Corporations Law Guide

*Pratibha Sharma & Michael Wilson*

This guide provides up-to-date coverage of British Columbia company law and includes all relevant Acts and Regulations, decisions, rulings, and releases affecting the formation of companies and societies and their legal operation under British Columbia law.

- **Price:** $3,000  |  Annual Subscription  |  ISBN: 9780887966477

### British Columbia Planning Law and Practice

*William A. Buholzer*

This subscription provides those involved in the land use planning process in British Columbia with a “how-to” manual for land use regulation.

- **Price:** $550  |  Updates Billed As Issued  |  ISBN: 9780433431268

### Apportionment of Liability in British Columbia

This digest service covers British Columbia decisions dealing mainly with the apportionment of liability in motor vehicle accidents.

- **Price:** $1,100  |  Updates Billed As Issued  |  ISBN: 9780409982015

### British Columbia Limitations Manual

*Michael Thomas, Joel Morris & Christopher M. Rusnak*

This title is an essential litigation law guide to statutory time limitations contained in the various Statutes of British Columbia and the British Columbia Rules of Court for the commencing of an action, the bringing of an appeal and the instituting of various other proceedings and prosecutions.

- **Price:** $900  |  Updates Billed As Issued  |  ISBN: 9780433449669

### British Columbia Practice, 3rd Edition

*Frederick M. Irvine, James P. Taylor & The Honourable Beverley M. McLachlin*

This title retains the features that have made it an essential civil litigation practice tool for a generation of litigators.

- **Price:** $3,390  |  Updates Billed As Issued  |  ISBN: 9780433454106
Looseleaves & Newsletters — continued

British Columbia Real Estate Law Developments
*General Editor: LexisNexis Canada Editorial, Rose H. McConnell*

This newsletter that summarizes the most recent developments in the practice of real estate law in British Columbia.

$550 | Newsletter | ISBN: 9780433479901

British Columbia Real Estate Law Guide
*Robert J. Maguire & Rose H. McConnell*

This title gives you comprehensive coverage of topics related to real estate transactions in British Columbia. To simplify your research, it includes all relevant statutes and regulations plus summaries of recent cases.

$2,925 | Annual Subscription | ISBN: 9780887966484

The Conduct of Civil Litigation in British Columbia, 2nd Edition
*The late Honourable G. Peter Fraser, John W. Horn & The Honourable Madam Justice Susan A. Griffin*

This title is unique amongst Canadian text books on civil procedure. It is a narrative text, with each chapter devoted to a discrete topic of civil practice and procedure, as opposed to a commentary on individual Rules of Court.

$1,490 | Updates Billed As Issued | ISBN: 9780433456582

Employment in British Columbia, 2nd Edition
*Philip McLaren*

This looseleaf provides guidance on the laws, regulations, programs, plans and practices affecting conditions of work and employee benefits in British Columbia.

$1,210 | Updates Billed As Issued | ISBN: 9780433437727

Financial and Estate Planning for the Mature Client in British Columbia
*Fiona Hunter, Chris Ireland, Bernie Geiss, Penny A. Washington & Hugh McLellan*

This subscription provides information, analysis and practical guidance on the financial planning needs of older clients residing in British Columbia.

$680 | Updates Billed As Issued | ISBN: 9780433409854

McLachlin & Taylor British Columbia Court Forms, 2nd Edition
*The Honourable Beverley M. McLachlin, James P. Taylor & Frederick M. Irvine*

Over its 20 year history the first edition of *British Columbia Court Forms* had become the mainstay of civil litigator’s libraries. Relaunched and restructured, the 2nd Edition has been formatted to help you save time.

$3,090 | Updates Billed As Issued | ISBN: 9780433449799
Personal Injury Damage Assessments in British Columbia
General Editor: LexisNexis Canada Editorial

This work is a catalogue of cases dealing with the assessment of personal injury damages arising from motor vehicle accidents as well as other causes. The digests offer a succinct statement of the facts and enumerate the details of the quantum of damages awarded.

$990 | Updates Billed As Issued | ISBN: 9780409998542

Workers' Compensation in British Columbia
Richard Johnson, Heather McDonald & Marguerite Mousseau

This publication provides, for the first time ever, a comprehensive overview of the law, policy and practice of the workers' compensation system in British Columbia.

$620 | Updates Billed As Issued | ISBN: 9780433453505

WAYS TO ORDER

Online: lexisnexis.ca/store
Email: orders@lexisnexis.ca
Contact: An Account Executive
Phone: 1-800-387-0899
Fax: 1-800-461-3275